iCrea, THE CATALAN INSTITUTION FOR RESEARCH AND ADVANCED STUDIES

Foundation promoted by the Catalan Government (Generalitat de Catalunya)

iCrea is an institution without walls. Its aim is to recruit top researchers in all fields capable of leading new groups, strengthening existing ones, and setting new lines of research on the right track, and will work at universities and research centres in Catalonia. Those hired are employed by iCrea on open-ended contracts.

iCrea was established in 2001. It has recruited a total of 266 researchers in different areas of research: 30% in life and medical sciences, 27% in experimental sciences and mathematics, 12% in social sciences, 15,5% in humanities, and 15,5% in technology. iCrea is open to interdisciplinary areas and emerging fields.

A total of 31 iCrea Research Professors (12%) have been awarded with an ERC Grant.

Through the iCrea Senior Call, which opens each spring, and it is now open until May 2, iCrea plans to continue offering new research positions to bolster research in Catalonia. Excellence, leadership capability, international openness, and cooperation with Catalan research institutions are what define iCrea.

www.icrea.eu